
 

 

G e t I n T h e F l o w B o o k . c o m  F a i t h  M .  D a v i s  

  Get in the Flow 
  Summary  
  Guide 

 

With this summary guide, you will 
be able to give yourself the reminders you 
need to let go, get in the flow and stay there. You might choose 
to read this whole guide each morning or as needed. Or you 
might choose to read and focus on a different component each 
day. Whatever works best for you, keep this guide visible so 
you can bring flow to life everyday. 

 

Enjoy the flow! 

Faith M. Davis 

Get in the Flow to Stress Less, Fear Less & Struggle Less 
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Get Awareness  
 Make awareness your foundation for flow by becoming aware of what is and what isn’t working in your 
life. Then, bring awareness into your everyday life by being aware of your thoughts and your words, both 
of which have tremendous power in determining what you will get in this life. Be aware of your 
relationships and what they could be teaching you. Be aware of your environment and work to bring the 
energy of your environment into balance so that it supports you. Notice that you are one with everyone 
and everything. Notice the beauty that surrounds you. Be aware of the energy within you, the energy you 
give off, the energy others give off, and the energy that is everywhere. Notice what you have to be grateful 
for. Be aware of the soul that resides inside of you and tune into that soul as often as you can. 

Get Resonating 
 Resonate good feelings so you can attract goodness to you. Visualize with great clarity and detail what you 
want as often as possible and feel how good it is to have that want. Do what makes you happy in life 
because the happier you are, the more positive things you will attract to yourself. Learn to release stress 
and negative emotions to get yourself feeling positive again. Learn to control and create the reactions you 
want instead of being a slave to reactions that automatically come up. Use your inner resonance meter to 
attract the right stuff to you. Imagine turning up the knob on those high frequency vibrations when you are 
having trouble feeling positive. Know that life is a balancing act and it’s okay. Develop a 
Realignment List that will help you open the path of flow again. Convert the negative 
into the positive by finding what is good about the bad. Remove the should’s 
and have to’s, and when you can’t, think of ways to make those 
responsibilities more fun. 

Get Quiet 
 Meditation is necessary in order to flow because by going within, you tap 
into the Universal energies that illicit flow. Realize that there are many different 
forms of meditation, and set out to find the forms that work best for you. Consider 
using the power of breath, swirling energy or the soul meditation. Nurture your body, enjoy nature and 
practice being grateful. Be more mindful in your daily activities. Build a music library filled with music that 
speaks to the soul. 

Have	  you	  ever	  had	  moments	  when	  life	  just	  seemed	  to	  fall	  into	  place,	  when	  things	  happened	  easily	  for	  
you	  and	  when	  it	  felt	  like	  there	  was	  a	  light	  illuminating	  your	  way?	  What	  if	  those	  moments	  could	  be	  
increased	  so	  that	  you	  would	  feel	  like	  you	  were	  flowing	  gracefully	  with	  the	  current	  of	  life	  instead	  of	  
being	  lost	  in	  the	  rapids?	  It	  is	  possible!	  All	  that	  is	  necessary	  is	  to	  learn	  how	  to	  let	  go	  and	  get	  in	  the	  flow.	  	  
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Get Authentic 
 Gain clarity of your core values because they define whom you are. Define your greatnesses and build 
upon them. Consider what lessons you are here to learn and understand how they have made you who you 
are. Find your essence and define your purpose. Realize that your personality is just your outer shell and 
that your soul is who you really are. Claim your personal power and don’t give it away. Strip away the 
masks you wear and learn to be and accept yourself. Allow yourself to be unique and celebrate those 
uniquenesses. Practice letting your authenticity shine. Bring your choices and priorities in alignment with 
your essence. Allow yourself to dream again. 

 

Get Fearless 

Define the fears that hold you back and use your intentions to combat those fears. Learn to focus on the 
outcomes you want instead of on the fear itself. Release the how to the Universe and focus on the why. 
Release the limiting beliefs that are keeping the fear alive and holding you back. Step out of your comfort 
zone and remind yourself that nothing of greatness comes from being in the comfort zone. Focus on the 
present because fear is usually future-based. Practice non-judgment since judgment is simply a form of 
fear. Recognize the lessons you are here to learn and understand that the sooner you learn them, the sooner 
the fear dissolves. Learn to choose your soul over your ego. Fear loses to gratitude and love so 
express those emotions more often. Plan ahead for your fears so you can easily combat it 
when it comes up. 

Get Present 

Learn to live in the present, not in the future or the past. Never forget that 
it is the journey of life that is life itself. Practice being instead of doing. Take 
notice of your surroundings and awaken your five senses. Embrace the oneness that 
surrounds you. Realize that you are not your mind, and learn to ask yourself what your soul 
would do. Let go of whatever it is that you are resisting and decide to be okay with any outcome. Realize 
that the ego is trapped in time. Do what you can to free yourself from the restraints of time by getting into 
the gap. Be in tune with your body, savor nothingness, and enjoy the freshness of the present. Let go and 
let flow happen because it can’t happen by trying. 

Live life feeling like you are always in the right place at the right time. 
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Get Guided 

Listen to your intuition and realize that it is guidance from above. Start to tune into all the different forms 
of guidance that is available to us. Determine your dominant form of receiving guidance (feeling, knowing, 
hearing, seeing) and begin by developing that method first. Ask the angels and guides for guidance and 
then trust that it will come when you are meant to receive it. Consider trying flow writing and praying. 
Release the how to the Universe so guidance can do its work for you. Learn to discern the ego from 
guidance, and track the guidance you receive. 

 

Get Flowing 

Realize that getting in the flow is all about releasing the need to control and tuning in and being open. 
Watch for synchronicities and realize there are no coincidences. Keep a record of all the different ways 
flow comes into your life. Recognize all the small changes that take place, knowing that they will lead you 
to big transformations. Learn to take inspired action instead of just action. Trust the inner callings and 
nudges you feel and believe in yourself to follow them. When you feel yourself struggling, remind yourself 
to flow. Know that there is a reason for everything and that at the same time, your destiny is up to you. 
Remember that without flexibility, flow cannot exist. Keep it flowing, and when you feel yourself getting 
into the rapids, gently nudge yourself back into the flowing stream. 

 

Live from a place of love, trust, acceptance, peace and joy. 

     Experience  
    the essence  

              of  
       flow! 

 


